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          ~ SAM! | sere, Fe Free-Lance Wrkter, 6510 ‘Bradley | Be 7 4 
‘Boulevard, Bet eada, Maryland; 20034, “telephone 365-1196, called 
WFO “during evening of 9/12/74 and asked to speak with SA, A igetta 
JOHN A. RUHL. SA RUHL returned JAFFE's call and JAFFE .-22-%: 

~ advised him that he, ,JAFFE, was aware that SA RUKL had been | aieehe 
+t ydn touch with MICHABL\CANFIELD regarding a story CANFIELD °. ir 

    

  

We was working on to the effect that HUNT and STURGIS of the . 
Watergate Break-in Case had appeared in news pictures of ~~ Nook 

-- alleged bums taken after the President KENNEDY Assassinatiog 
near the Book Depository in Dallas, rene 62 

me 

~/09 Ob 0 on He 
; os JAFFE clains to neve Glven ca cM $300 £ an 228 
advance on this story and requested SA RUHL to give him 

avg (JAFFE) an evaluation of CANFIELD’s reliability.) He was. 
ai. J, told that such an evaluation would not be made. B SSP 20 1974 
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ve “JAFFE 4 went on to say ‘that he believed GANFIELD'S 
©, theory had good potential and said that CANFIELD had , 
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| &xpert.: In addition, JAFFE clains that CANFIELD has tw ' Other independent photo-identificatioa experts who ate 3. ‘> edther now working or will work on the questioned /..> v7, Photographs, eoutd ES eed ncocmst at ate. Ineo at 

eka. age See eo Pe . sem ES _ eS Also, CANFIELD had reportedly: {nterested two * Doctors “concerned with Forensic¢ Nedicine gyho are. willin to pursue’his theory, © * 7) Reweste fe BE es state Pet kes Te TS TT 8 oR ee gh 
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~ BR en SA RUHL failed to supply JAFFE with ea _. evaluation of CANFIELD, JAFFE said that he had been in z 2. . touch with Agents over many years on matters of mutual <.\: tpephgeet e “dnterest and that if hecessary hé would go‘to Asafetant _ at ae ““; Director SULLIVAN. He mentioved this in’a manner that led ne eS, , SA RUHL to believe. JAFFE Considered SULLIVAN a current wees Assistant Director of the FBI; . iseap ey aeete a red Be i! act 
Seb roe SF. ee Ty se ” . ott ow So "8" JAPPE expressed concern that the FBI Lab Would - “not do a proper evaluation of any photographs submitted by .: CANFIELD because of a lack of confidence in CANFIELD's: *... JAFFE was advised that the FBI investigated 2.2 2» 7 ¢ e allegation relating to a violation =}: +. OE law under FBI Jurladiction, JAFFE was requested to furn{sh': : @ny pertinent infornation regarding CANFIELD's al egation,.. 

“=3"*% "" CANFIELD contacted SA RUHL ca 9/12/74 to 7° . advise that he will deliver the pertinent photographs to WFO on 9/13/74, | foes ieee ae ede le a 

 


